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Abstract
Physically disabled customers (PDCs) in Brazil face numerous obstacles in their social role as consumers, in spite of their significant share of the population. Their low visibility implies they are not seen for what they really are: potential consumers. Consequently, they often cannot satisfy their wishes or achieve personal values through the acquisition of products and services. This suggests an investigation of the major reasons behind their consumption practices related to personal values. Using the soft laddering technique, this study shows that happiness and freedom are the personal values achieved by PDCs while enjoying beachside recreation activities. Non-participant observation and the priming stimulus of the five human senses were simultaneously used to investigate the intersection of these values with the stimuli offered by the service providers to these customers to co-produce the service. Finally, further investigation is suggested as to why, contrary to common sense, social belonging was not one of the personal values identified.
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1. Introduction
In 2010, there were 45.6 million Brazilians with some kind of disability, meaning special physical needs (visual, hearing, motor, or mental). Among them, 13.3 million had a specific physical disability (IBGE, 2010). That is, approximately 24% of the Brazilian population was physically disabled to some extent, and of these 29% had some motor disability which impaired their natural mobility.

A physical disability does not prevent a person from having consumption needs (Ruddell & Shinew, 2006). When they enter retail stores, their greatest desire is to be seen as regular consumers (Baker, Holland & Kaufman-Scarborough, 2007). In the service marketing literature, this phenomenon is supported by the construct of simultaneity (Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry, 1985), according to which as co-creators of value in service production, customers are active agents (Vargo & Lusch, 2004a, 2004b).

However, physically disabled customers (PDCs) face numerous obstacles when acting as consumers. While in the mid-1990s, few salespeople and service personnel were trained to serve PDCs (Kaufman, 1995; Burnett, 1996), little change was observed in subsequent years (Saeta & Teixeira, 2008; Hogg & Wilson, 2004) and there continue to exist few people trained properly to provide these services (Faria, Silva & Ferreira, 2012; Mano, 2014; Barbosa, 2014; Silva et al., 2015).

This implies that retail services provided to PDCs in Brazil have low quality, since these people are not seen as what they really are: potential consumers, able to generate profits (Lages & Martins, 2006), but who cannot satisfy their wishes or achieve personal values through the acquisition of products and services.

This apparent lack of interest of Brazilians who directly interact with these consumer’s contrasts with various studies found in the recent business administration literature, most of them developed in different research environments, aimed at analyzing, improving and understanding the specificities and opportunities offered by PDCs. For the sake of parsimony, a brief extract of a more complete survey carried out in late 2015 is shown in Table 1. It should be noted that only the study carried out by Chang, Hodges and Yurchisin (2014) in the clothing retail sector involved the personal values of PDCs.
Table 1 – Focuses and authors of some Brazilian and foreign marketing studies on PDCs since the 1990s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOCUSES</th>
<th>AUTHORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service environments concerning the influence of colors and light or music</td>
<td>Bruner II (1990); Crowley (1993); Babin, Hadersty &amp; Suter (2003); Damascena (2013); Kellaris &amp; Rice (1993); Summers &amp; Hebert (2001); Vaccaro, Yuceteppe, Torres-Baumgarten, &amp; Myung-Soo (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service environments concerning extra-domestic leisure</td>
<td>Sassaki (2003); Faria, Ferreira &amp; Carvalho (2010); Faria, Souto &amp; Rocha (2011); Faria &amp; Motta (2010); Alén, Losada &amp; Domínguez (2012); Shi, Cole &amp; Chancellor (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail service environments concerning simultaneous interactions of the PDCs with the store and service personnel</td>
<td>Baker, Stephens &amp; Hill (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption behavior of physical products concerning textures or odors or scents</td>
<td>Damascena (2013); Baker, Karrer &amp; Veeck (2005); Chebat &amp; Michon (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDCs’ inclusion in restaurants, supermarkets, shopping centers or retail shops in general</td>
<td>Baker et al. (2007); Barbosa, (2014); Chang, Hodges &amp; Yurchisin (2014); Damascena (2013); Faria, Casotti &amp; Carvalho (2014); Faria (2011); Faria, Silva &amp; Ferreira (2012); Faria, Siqueira &amp; Carvalho (2012); Kaufman-Scarborough (1998); Michon, Chebat &amp; Turley (2005).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDCs’ inclusion in service environments including online ones</td>
<td>Damascena, Melo &amp; Batista (2012); Kaufman-Scarborough (2001).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

Using the soft laddering technique, the present study aimed to investigate which personal values of PDCs are achieved when they engage in leisure activities. Additionally, using non-participant ethnography (NPE), it investigated how these values are expressed by PDCs when they are co-producers of leisure services.

The present study adds knowledge to the means-end theory and to the principle of service co-production with the consequent value co-creation. In fact, when considered in this academic field, PDCs are usually included in investigations that focus on specific issues, with emphasis on social inclusion at work (Granger & Kleiner, 2003; Jones & Schmidt, 2004). Their presence in also small in investigations regarding tourist services, and when this is done, the focus normally is not directed to their behavior as consumers, but rather to aspects regarding their accessibility based on legal requirements (Goulat, 2007; Lages & Martins 2006).

The bibliometric survey carried out by Faria and Carvalho (2013), involving 10,983 papers in the 2000 to 2010 editions of Encontro da Associação Nacional de Pós-Graduação e Pesquisa em Administração (EnANPADs) to find studies that involved PDCs, confirms this low interest. Only 41 articles were found, meaning no more than 0.37% of the total, concentrated in only five categories: three in marketing, seven in people management and work relationships, 18 in organizational studies, six in public administration, and seven in information management.

This low interest is food for thought. In the case of research in the public administration area, it is worth remembering that the inclusion of PDCs in organizations, rather than signaling goodwill to improve their image in society, is nothing more than the recognition of an inclusion right guaranteed by law (Ribeiro & Carneiro, 2009).

In the case of marketing research, a similar criticism is pertinent:

Brazilian academics in marketing seem to underestimate the chances of research oriented towards understanding the needs of all PDC segments. In order to put into practice the concept of “marketing orientation” and to give disabled people the right to be heard as customers, it is recommended that marketing students dedicate themselves to themes such as PDC behavior; adaptation of the marketing mix to PDC needs; relationship marketing aspects aimed at PDCs; Endomarketing aspects aimed at physically disabled employees; and ethical issues involving consumption and minority groups, including institutions that focus on protecting PDCs. (Faria & Carvalho, 2013, p. 56)

Our intention here is to fill this gap by increasing existing knowledge regarding what influences PDCs in their service consumption options. It is divided into four more sections: a brief literature review, description of the method, results of the primary research, and discussion.

2. Literature review

2.1 Experiential marketing and hedonic consumption

Experiences "are individual events that occur in response to some stimulus" (Schmitt, 2000, pp. 74-75). These stimuli cause diverse reactions in consumers, affecting their senses, feelings and/or their frames of mind.

A good experience is always memorable and extraordinary (Pine & Gilmore, 1999), and allows consumers to explore all their senses (Schmitt, 1999). Thus, a well-met expectation provides the consumer an opportunity to physically, mentally, emotionally, socially, and spiritually engage in the consumption of a product or service, making the interaction significantly real (Caru & Cova, 2003; Gentile, Spiller & Noci, 2007).

Hedonic consumption fits into the experiential view of consumption (Lucian, Farias & Salazar, 2009; Gomes, Anne, de Azevedo Barbosa, & Gomes de Souza, 2013), which deals with sensory, aesthetic and emotional aspects that lead the consumer to evaluate the "extended" costs, benefits and advantages of the product (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982).
In this context, emotions are felt not only with the consumer's senses, since they can also be generated by mental stimuli and memories of previously lived experiences (Zeitham, Bitner & Gremler, 2014). The idea of so-called hedonic consumption is related to the “facets of consumer behavior regarding the multisensory, imaginary, and emotive aspects of someone’s experience with products” (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982, p. 92). It can also be seen as the value perceived by the customer regarding the qualitative and quantitative factors that interact with the subjective and objective parts, which leads to a complete shopping experience (Babin, Darden & Griffin, 1994).

That is why there are three lines of research aimed at identifying the hedonic facets and the utilitarian properties of products (Hernandez, 2009): consumers’ characteristics, products’ and brands’ characteristics, and the perceived value obtained from a purchase.

The last line of research (value perceived from a purchase or from use of a service) is supported by studies that confirm that consumers tend to acquire hedonic products that are used for entertainment, fun and pleasure, instead of for utilitarian purposes (Katz & Sugiyama, 2006; Park, 2006; Gill, 2008). In other words, this means value is “(...) consumers' perception of what they want to happen (consequences) in a specific situation of use, with the aid of some product or service offered to achieve some proposal or goal” (Woodruff & Gardial, 1996, p. 54).

The present study aims to identify the value that arises from experiential consumption of a typically hedonic beach leisure activity. First, though, it is necessary to better understand the complex construct of personal value.

2.2 Customers’ personal values

The complexity of the construct “personal values” has led several authors to first organize the elements that form it, using tools such as the Rokeach Value Survey (RVS) and the list of values (LOV) (Table 2).

According to RVS, personal values are the end-states of life, consisting of the aims and goals of one’s life (Rokeach, 1973). This survey form contains 36 types, divided into two sets of equal sizes: 18 terminal values, meaning desirable end-states or goals sought in life, such as pleasure and freedom; and 18 instrumental values, meaning ways of being and means or behavioral patterns through which those goals are sought, for example, by being self-controlled.

The study of PDCs’ personal values while enjoying beachside recreation activities leads to a second investigation: how these PDCs act as autonomous creators and producers of value when interacting with the service providers, i.e., through co-creation and co-production.

2.3 Co-production and co-creation of value

Value co-production and co-creation are not synonyms, so they should not be confused with each other. Co-production of value may or may not generate mutual value (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004), whereas co-creation of value refers to value created jointly between provider and customer, within the dominant service logic (Grönroos & Ravald, 2011).

Thus, co-production precedes co-creation, i.e., co-production of value does not guarantee that co-creation of value took place: “(...) this term [co-creation] refers to the customers’ involvement in the production process (co-production) as well as to their involvement in other activities that are relevant to the provider, such as the design and development of new

Table 2 – Instrumental and terminal values of Rokeach (1968, 1973) and LOV with their respective equivalences according to Beatty, Kahle, Homer & Misra (1985)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rokeach’s (1968, 1973) instrumental values</th>
<th>Rokeach’s (1968, 1973) terminal values</th>
<th>LOV values with respective equivalences to Rokeach’s (1968, 1973) terminal values according to Beatty et al. (1985)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10. Politeness</td>
<td>10. Inner harmony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Honesty</td>
<td>11. Mature love</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Independence</td>
<td>13. Pleasure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Obedience</td>
<td>15. Self-Respect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Responsibility</td>
<td>17. True Friendship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Forgiveness</td>
<td>18. Wisdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Beatty et al. (1985).
products and services, as well as their maintenance" (Morais & Santos, 2015, p. 228)

However, the identification of this relationship of co-creation of value requires its measurement, to contrast the moments of stimuli during the use of services. One such line of research uses the goal-setting theory (Locke & Latham, 1990, 2002): "(...) high (difficult) goals lead to a higher level of task performance than easy or vague and abstract goals, such as 'doing your best' " (Locke & Latham, 2006, p. 265).

This focus on subconscious goal designation refers to a new and systematic technique for organizations, so that customers, once reminded of past successful behaviors, properly perform their roles as co-producers of a service.

Having in mind that the more clues (or stimuli) of priming are given to the customer, the stronger will be their influence on the resulting answers, there is a typology about how this process can occur, based on the five human senses and subdivided into cognitive and emotional aspects (Ford, 2014) (Table 3).

Table 3 – Typology of priming strategies with examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COGNITIVE (known/familiar)</th>
<th>SMELL</th>
<th>TASTE</th>
<th>TOUCH</th>
<th>VISION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High sudden noise, sirens</td>
<td>Sweat, food, sanitizing solution</td>
<td>Hamburger, ice cream</td>
<td>Sticky surfaces, stony pathways</td>
<td>Smiles, cheering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire weapon noise, music</td>
<td>Bonfire, perfume</td>
<td>Wine or champagne palate notes</td>
<td>Soft surfaces, textures</td>
<td>Flags, soldiers, patriotic symbols</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This tool, used together with personal values, helps identifying moments during which processes and methods stimulate customers to achieve their terminal values while enjoying beachside recreation activities through co-creation interactions.

3. Method

Based on the means-end theory (Reynolds & Olson, 2001), this study is qualitative-quantitative, descriptive, exploratory, bibliographic and ethnographically-inspired by non-participant observation (NPO) (Gil, 2012). The primary field research was carried out in December 2015 and January 2016, using the soft laddering interview technique.

Method triangulation aimed at increasing the quality of the results (Flick, 2009) and at better obtaining the intersection of the values identified with the stimuli offered by the providers for the customers to act as service co-producers.

The beachside recreation activity service provided to the PDCs was that offered by the Barra da Tijuca unit of the Praia para Todos (Beach for All) project, described in the following subsection.

In order to identify which personal values of the PDCs are satisfied during the leisure services of the project, soft laddering interviews were carried out in loco to gather and analyze primary information, soon after the activities to preserve the recall of the experience.

The researcher carried out the NPO during his visit to the project, meaning he was immersed in that environment. On these occasions, attitudes and reactions not mentioned during the soft laddering interviews were sought, taking advantage of one of the main advantages of the NPO method, whereby: "(...) facts are directly perceived, without any intermediation. In this way, subjectivity, which permeates the entire process of social research, tends to be reduced" (Gil, 2012, p. 100).

3.1 Praia para Todos project

Located in the city of Rio de Janeiro, this project ensures beach access to differently disabled people, supplying them with several physical resources, such as a sand footbridge for wheelchairs, and amphibious chairs that allow PDCs to enter the sea. The services are rendered by a team formed by health professionals and volunteers, to enable PDCs to participate in various beach leisure activities, two of which were the focus of this study: sea bathing and sitting volleyball (Instituto Novo Ser, 2016).

The project started in 2013 at Copacabana beach, located near Lifeguard Post 6, and was later extended to Lifeguard Post 3 at Barra da Tijuca beach. Initially it aimed at just facilitating sea bathing for PDCs. Over time, the free activities were diversified, including beach leisure ones, always supported by the necessary accessibility.

During the field research for this paper, the project offered PDCs sitting volleyball, adapted surfing, stand-up paddling, hand biking, beach soccer for blind people, Brazilian paddle ball, and recreational games. These activities, added to the environment where they are performed, provide hedonic experiences to the users and allow them to escape from the routine of pain, very common in their daily life.

Obviously, physical adjustments are necessary to allow PDC to engage in activities in such a naturally unfriendly environment for people with locomotion disabilities, aimed at guaranteeing their participation in the various activities offered. Examples are reserved parking spaces, accessibility conditions near lifeguard posts for all disabled people (such as ramps to access the sidewalk and support bars), floating amphibious chairs that are easily moved on the sand and float in the water, treadmill for personal wheelchairs, ramps to access the sand, and sound signs to help the visually impaired to cross the street.
In addition to these physical adjustments, human resources on the beach complete the necessary structure for totally or partially physically disabled people to experience beach leisure activities. Approximately 25 people (paid or unpaid by the project) work in the project area, divided into two categories: 1) technical team: formed by experts in sports education, physical therapy and occupational therapy, as well as interns, they allow integration activities and the necessary safety conditions for the PDCs; and 2) volunteers.

3.2 Subjects

Twelve PDCs were interviewed (excluding visually impaired people). All were paraplegic or hemiplegic, male, aged between 24 and 55 years, had different professions, and had already attended the project at least three times (Table 4).

### Table 4 – Profile of the respondents: age, cause of physical disability, time of physical disability, profession and schooling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Cause of disability</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Schooling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Car accident</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>No profession</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Car accident</td>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>Athlete</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Gunshot wound</td>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>Judiciary analyst</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Marrow infection</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Degenerative disease</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>No profession</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Car accident</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Sommelier</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Car accident</td>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Medical malpractice</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Cameraman</td>
<td>Elementary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Gunshot wound</td>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Poliomyelitis</td>
<td>7 months</td>
<td>Lawyer</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Myelomeningocele</td>
<td>15 months</td>
<td>Technician</td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Analysis of the evidences

Evidence from the soft laddering interviews was analyzed according to Ikeda, Campomar and Chamie (2014):

1) Analysis was performed manually, with no software aid, and a hierarchical value map (HVM);

2) Values were identified using LOV and Rokeach's proposal (1968, 1973), involving 18 instrumental values and 20 terminal values, since according to Beatty et al. (1985), seven of the nine values of LOV are equivalent to Rokeach’s (1968, 1973) terminal values.

3) Consequences and values were not split into two levels, according to experts in the laddering technique; and

4) The qualification of the elements as attributes, consequences and values was carried out solely by the author, using the guidelines of other authors (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988; Valette-Florence & Rapacchi, 1991) who have suggested listing attributes, consequences and values indicated by PDCs after analyzing data from interviews. These elements were coded and counted to determine how many times each one was identified in the interviews. This method implied 36 individual ladders.

Subsequently, a square implication matrix was constructed, the chains were identified, and finally, a hierarchical value map (HVM) was constructed, the last step before interpreting the results: finding the dominant perception, which serves to suggest the chains that most contributed to the result. This dominance, however, was not identified, since each chain, regardless of the number of direct or indirect relation, appeared only once.

The NPO allowed checking the project environment and the development of the activities, which helped to understand the operational aspects that allow PDCs to use what is offered to them - sea bathing, volleyball, soccer.

The observations were recorded in a field diary, a relevant step to compare the changes that occurred during the study (Latour, 2005). Then this information was analyzed and interpreted, and the diaries from the different surveys were consolidated into a single structured text. The NPO provided the following benefits:

1) It helped understand the actions and feelings brought by the physical conditions that assure the proper enjoyment of leisure activities (for example, facilitation of access the beach), the relationship between the PDCs and those who work with the project, and the contribution of the PDCs to the proper accomplishment of the activities;

2) It helped to better understand the evidence from the soft laddering interviews, and to clarify attributes, consequences and values that possibly would not be so clear if only the conversations were considered;

3) It was useful to further learn about the personal values that emerged from these conversations and to better understand the intersection of these values with the initiatives taken by the project team members on the beach to stimulate the performance of the PDCs’ roles as co-producers of the service during its use; and

4) It was useful to discover which actions carried out by the members of the project helped and stimulated the PDCs in the leisure activities, a parallel analysis to the laddering interviews that helped interpret the terminal values that emerged.
4. Results of the primary research

The HVM of the PDCs who engage in the leisure activities offered by the Praia para Todos project is shown in Figure 1.

![Hierarchical value map (HVM) of PDCs when engaging in beach leisure activities offered by the Praia para Todos project](image)

Due to space limitation, the results of the primary research in the following section meet the objectives of this study, but contain no details about the NPO or about the analysis of the gathered evidence. Only excerpts of the comments obtained in this phase of the study are cited.

Given the facts already indicated in the method section, it is not surprising that accessibility was the only abstract attribute found during the laddering interviews: without the initiatives that guarantee the special physical conditions for this public, none of those PDCs would be able to enjoy the activities: "[...]

When I had the accident, the beach became something inaccessible, completely inaccessible... I used to see the beach from the pavement; I didn’t think of... of the possibility of one day being here on the sand... [...]

" (Respondent 8).

There were four psychological consequences in the HVM: livingness, social living, overcoming, and human condition recovery. Livingness and social living are directly related to the harmonious and attentive environment created to receive people who have experienced exclusion:

"(...) here in the project, we are more at ease, we can talk about other subjects, about leisure, fun... We [referring to the other PDCs] arrange to go out, we go to the movies, to the theater; the guys arrange to go out, there will be a carnival event with the guys, I've arranged it here... (Respondent 6).

The overcoming and human condition recovery can be interpreted as a result of recovering pleasure in life and well-being, which are affected when total or partial loss of mobility leads to depressing changes in lifestyle:

I have the potential of overcoming, of self-overcoming. We've got to overcome, dude, life goes on, I can’t stop living. Look at the good things there are on this beach! Is there any reason for me to be sad, man? (Laughs) I'm with my friends, who I like, I am laughing, I am digging it, it's good (Respondent 6).

These consequences provided by the human and structural characteristics of the project allow the PDCs to achieve their terminal values (Rokeach, 1968, 1973), which, according to this study, are two: happiness and freedom.

These values were mentioned several times in the interviews, even if not explicitly, but in gestures and expressions. It was possible to notice both values in the imaginary of the respondents:

"[Taking part in the project] It gives me a feeling of freedom, of being able to do everything I could do before depending on accessibility... Going into the sea, which is difficult in these conditions, and seeing so many people having the same needs and overcoming... (Respondent 5);

It was an achievement for me to go back into the water, I used to be a surfer, and I had not gone back in the water after the accident... The project gave me this... This happiness... (Respondent 5);

I have a feeling of happiness when I'm in the project... I enjoy the activities, everything, understood? It’s really great here! (Respondent 7).

After identifying the terminal values of the PDCs, the second part of the study began: to identify the intersection of these values with the stimuli offered by the professionals and volunteers so that the PDCs could co-produce the service.

For this purpose, the findings from the NPO and the theoretical references were used, taking into account the typology of priming strategies (Ford, 2014). Thus, all the reactions to sensory stimuli that led the PDCs to express feelings that could be related to the terminal values found in the HVM, were recorded in the field diary, to show the relationship between what the service providers did and these values.

Several observations made while investigating the sensory stimuli produced by the service providers during the activities together with the PDCs allowed identifying a relationship between co-production and co-creation of value, which triggered reactions related to the identified terminal values:
Through the sensory stimulus of hearing, for example, during the sitting volleyball matches, members of the technical team encouraged the PDCs, by acting as fans. At this moment, there was co-production of value, with the “fans” playing their role (as in any match) of creating a lively and stimulating environment. This behavior aimed to encourage involvement of the PDCs in the activity, although they frequently seemed oblivious of this cheering (again as players in any match). There was also co-creation of value: with each point scored, both the team and fans celebrated, a clear manifestation of joy characteristic of any sports environment, when the terminal value happiness could be easily noted.

Another example was during sea bathing, when the sensory stimulus of hearing was triggered for interaction of the PDCs with the water, through several verbalizations that expressed the pleasure of the moment (“Today the water temperature is great”) or that aimed at creating an atmosphere of joy (“Watch out for the wave!”, “Watch out for the shore break.”). In these situations, there was co-production: when PDCs asked the members of the technical team about the feeling of being submerged or when they expressed the (impossible) desire to body surf, the technical team was stimulated to perform these activities themselves to transfer to the PDCs feelings to lessen their frustration.

Another case of co-production was verified in the case of PDCs who, for any reason, could not be taken into the sea and only stayed at the water’s edge, but still took pleasure. This situation created a “middle ground” regarding the experience, since the team members used their hands and even buckets to wet the body of the PDCs. In this case, the feelings of the PDCs were guaranteed by the sensory stimulus of touch, usually translated into comments about the water temperature.

In the same way, when the PDCs entered the water using the amphibious chair (which was introduced backwards to prevent the frontal crash by waves), it was possible to observe the co-creation of value between both parties, since the hearing stimulus involved encouragement and warning, usually “Watch out for the wave!”. This utterance not only sounded like a warning of the arrival of a wave, it was also an important part of the sea-bathing experience: being enveloped by salt water, “not being able to avoid that pleasant contact.

At this moment, there was usually a look of concern in the PDCs, since they had no idea of the strength of the waves, but then the team members celebrated the successful experiment with exclamations such as “Woo-hoo!”, in a reaction that refers to the terminal value happiness, this feeling became visible in the PDCs’ relieved faces, always culminating with everyone laughing.

Also at this time, the sensory stimulus of vision played a role in the co-production and co-creation of value, since when taking PDC to the water using the amphibious chairs, the technical team (respecting the characteristics of the disabilities and the ages of the PDCs) simulated a race to the water. This behavior involved visual stimulus to the PDCs, who saw themselves being taken to the water at a speed most of them had not experienced since becoming disabled, reinforcing their feeling and experience.

During these moments, in a reaction that refers to the terminal value freedom, it was not uncommon for the PDCs to smile, to let out cries of satisfaction, and to close their eyes to feel the wind against their face (in a reinforcement of the sensory stimulus touch) during this faster movement, demonstrating joy by the feeling of being able to escape their limitations.

At this moment, co-production was translated into the cries of “faster, faster” made by the PDCs as the sea got close; and value was co-created because this manifestation (to “run” to the sea) encouraged the technical team members to participate in the experiment, and helped them understand the contribution of this action to the experience of the PDCs.

Co-production and co-creation of value were materialized when the PDCs asked to remain in the water without the aid of the chair (floating only with the help of the team members’ hands) so that their body could have total contact with the water – expressing the freedom from the physical contact of orthopedic appliances.

The sensory stimulus taste was also triggered in the building of experience when, in the extreme, PDC who had never been to the sea were encouraged by the team members to taste the salinity of the sea. The co-creation of value at this moment was due to the interest of the PDCs to learn something new, since locomotion difficulties had prevented many of them from getting close to the ocean. The reaction at this moment had to do with terminal value happiness: after a moment of repulsion to the bitter taste of salt, the PDCs relaxed due to the new experience, and then roared with laughter.

5. Discussion

From these findings, the existence can be argued of transcendence from the “functionality” of sea bathing as a mere service to an event that provides an intangible benefit to the customer, translated into return of value from the consumed service (Morais & Santos, 2015).

The intersection of this co-creation of value with the personal values happiness and freedom was observed when the technical team members exceeded the “technical” aspects of the services, interacting with the PDCs in a relaxed manner, which invariably triggered playful reactions of both parties.

Both PDCs’ and service providers’ faces showed happiness when the PDCs were in the water interacting with the team or playing volleyball and listening to the fans. The PDCs’ faces showed a feeling of freedom (when they closed their eyes to enjoy the moment) and of happiness – as did the team members faces during the “race” of the amphibious chair to the sea. It was a moment in which reactions like smiles and shouts of excitement reflected perfect interaction between the parties at a moment of pure pleasure and feelings of communion.
A significant example comes from the moment when PDCs asked to float on the water without the aid of the amphibious chair, leaving their body (practically) free. This request can be interpreted as a desire for a maximum feeling of freedom: even if only for a few minutes, where the PDCs feel free from their limitations and from any equipment necessary to get around.

This finding is similar to that of Mano (2014), who specifically investigated the personal factors - but not the personal values - along with the structural and sociocultural factors related to consumption of PDCs in supermarkets and hypermarkets, to identify the feeling of freedom engendered by being able to consume in this retail setting. In this case, the happiness found as a terminal value of the consumption of beach leisure in the study described here, even though not explicitly stated, finds a parallel in various statements by the people interviewed by Mano (2014), who expressed feelings such as self-confidence from overcoming barriers imposed by physical limitations and society.

The results of this study also corroborate those of Chang, Hodges and Yurchisin (2014), who investigated the meanings of dress styles to PDCs and how their choice of clothing is related to their health and well-being. In this respect, those authors showed that this meaning refers to two themes - interpreted as reasons behind the choice of clothes as an expression of identity - which served to show that these people, like all consumers, express various values that depend on the act of consumption: self-efficacy, a feeling that finds parallel in the instrumental value “independence” of Rokeach (1973); and symbols of victory, referred to, by Beatty et al. (1985), as the feeling of mission accomplished.

In this light, the Praia para Todos project transcends a mere inclusive project for its regular participants. It is seen as a place of interaction, friendship, human condition recovery, freedom by overcoming physical limitations. In short, this is were happiness is possible for someone who once thought life had ended. People help each other, include each other and feel reborn.

These phenomena originate from the co-production between customers and service providers. In addition to carrying out the activities, the members of the technical team transcend their roles. They have a higher responsibility of ensuring an interactive environment that allows the PDCs to overcome their limitations and, with excitement and a strong emotion, to have an experience optimized despite their physical dependence. This phenomenon leads to co-creation of value, which is beneficial to both parties and provides ongoing feedback.

Besides the originality of studying, the behavior of PDCs from the standpoint of two relevant constructs of the business administration literature - co-production and co-creation - this study contributes to the theory by adding to the scanty knowledge provided by Brazilian academic studies of this group of people. For example, unlike Damascena (2013), where the functional characteristics of sensory stimuli involving PDCs were highlighted, sensorial stimuli observed in this study were based on hedonism.

This contribution can in reality be interpreted more broadly than just the literary focus, since the findings combine with those of other researchers (Faria, Ferreira & Carvalho, 2010; Faria & Motta, 2010; Faria & Silva, 2011; Faria, Souto & Rocha, 2011; Damascena, 2013; Mano et al., 2013; Mano, 2014; Silva, Abreu & Gosling, 2015; Mano, Abreu & Silva, 2015) to indicate aspects such as inefficiency or absence of actions by public authorities to facilitate access to services by disabled people, revealing the need to improve public policies in Brazil.

In terms of limitations, this study is based on the means-end chains approach, criticized by many for its operation via the laddering technique, and regarding its predictive validity. One of the results found act as a suggestion for future studies: the fact that contrary to an assumption generated by common sense, social belonging (one of the LOV values) was not a value expressed by the respondents, even though this belonging may underlie the psychosocial consequence of human condition recovery.

Subsequent research could investigate the extent to which PDCs, in deciding to take advantage of the activities offered by the Praia para Todos project, actually seek "only" an escape from their limitations, providing them with a fleeting feeling of freedom and happiness.
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